
Item no.: 390048

MSR106M - MSR106M - Wall-mounted floor cabinet 10" 6U (2U extra)

from 199,27 EUR
Item no.: 390048

shipping weight: 8.50 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
Designed to house devices or as a network connection point so that they are protected under a secure structure (steel) and under lock and key. The cabinet has top and bottom
access for cable routing and has hinged sides to make it easier to work in the rack.The cabinet has a total size of 8 U, i.e. 6 U with an additional 2 U at the top and bottom. It is also
equipped with 1 rack compartment for accommodating devices and 1 slot for accommodating up to 12 connections.The supplied compartment enables the insertion of RJ45 data
sockets, "F" socket-"F" socket adapters for coaxial cables (art. no. FKV100KEY) and Keystone modules for fibre optics (art. no. OKM and OKMSCAPC).Dimensions (W x H x D):
350mm x 372mm x 300mmHighlights- High load capacity and durability: made of steel- Security: tempered glass, lockable front door with hinges- Easy cable access: Top and
bottom openings with removable and sliding covers for cable routing- Practical in use: reversible and removable front door with flexible installation position and removable side
doors- Installation of different types of panels and equipment: Cross profiles are depth-adjustable- With 1 rack drawer and 1 drawer for up to 12 connections inside- Extremely easy
installation: includes L-bracket for wall mounting- Bracket for independent rack mounting: allows you to mark the drilling points on the wall, screw in the bracket and then hang the
rack from it- Natural ventilation, with option for forced ventilation- For the installation of active equipment such as. B. headends, a 120x120mm ventilation kit can be integrated-
Laser labelling: numerical identification of each unit "HE"- Black colour (RAL 9004)Technical specifications- Grid dimension: in 10- Height: mm 372- Width: mm 350- Depth: mm
300- Number of height units (U): 6- Material: Steel- Colour: Black- Finish: Electrostatic polyester powder- Number of doors: 1- Rear door: No- Side opening: Yes- Mounting type:
Wall / floor- Profile rail design: L-shaped- Earthing: No
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